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INTRODUCTION

The primary off-site benefits of soil conservation practices which improve

water quality include recreation, especially, recreational fisheries. Clark,

et al., (1985) indicated recreational fisheries would be the largest component

of social benefits (ranging from $490 million to $2.670 billion) and represent

about 20% of the total social benefits. However, this estimate is necessarily

based on extraplolation from other studies as there has been little empirical

estimation of how the values of fishing change with site quality. Two

empirical studies that are available use different modelling approaches to

incorporate water quality associated with erosion control and arrive at quite

different conclusions: Ribaudo (1986) found almost no recreation benefits and

Patrick, et al., 1987 found $1.1 to $5.8 million dollars of annual benefits for

a 2% reduction in suspended solids and associated pollutants in Indiana.

Patrick et al., use a hedonic travel cost method.

This paper reports on a series of bio-economic demand models for

recreational fishing built using the Travel Cost Method, which run on IBM-PC.

The models link changes in catchable fish populations to net economic benefits.

These GAMEFISH programs and data provide a user friendly (menu driven) bio-

economic model for measuring the economic benefits of recreational salmon and

steelhead fishing in the Pacific Northwest. The basic modeling and programming

structure described here can be applied (with the addition of the appropriate

data) to estimating the benefits of improved water quality for warmwater

fisheries and other coldwater fisheries in all regions of the country.

Estimates of change in net willingness to pay are needed for performing a

wide variety of applied welfare analysis. These include calculation of a

change in angler benefits from a change in fish production stemming from: (1)

Agricultural practices affecting soil erosion rates and hence water quality
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(2) application of insecticides and herbicides (3) land use conversions and

timber harvesting practicies affecting sedminentation and stream temperature

(4) reduction of nonpoint source pollution from feddlots and (5) investment in

municipal waste treatment plants.

The GAMEFISH program discussed here is a series of LOTUS 123 (release 2)

files constructed with the limited programming capability provided by the

LOTUS feature called "macros". ,The menu driven program is designed to run on

an IBM-PC type machine that will operate LOTUS 123. Only 256K of RAM and one

floppy disk are required.

METHODOLOGY IMO CALCULATION OF NET WILLINGNESS TO PAY

The GAMEFISH programs use measures of net willingness to pay (consumer

surplus) to represent the net economic values of recreational fishing at

selected sites. Use of net willingness to pay in Benefit Cost Analysis is

required by U.S. Water Resources Council Principles and Guidelines (1983), and

recommended in textbooks on Benefit Cost Analysis (Sassone and Schaffer, 1978;

Just, et al., 1982).

The methodology employed estimates the incremental (marginal) net

willingness to pay of additional recreational fish catch by calculating the

area between a fishing site's demand curve at the current and changed levels

of catch. The site's demand curves were estimated using a multi-site Travel

Cost Model (TCM) which is discussed in more detail below. Specifically, if

equation 1 is the demand equation with site quality as a shift variable:

(1) Tij = f(Pij, Qj, Yi)

Where: Tij = trips by individual i to site j

Pij = Price (travel costs) of individual i to site j

Qj = quality characteristics of site j such as fish catch

Yi = income of individual i
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then equation 2 specifies the incremental benefits of a change in fish catch

from Qj' to Qj" as:

(2) ACSi =
JP"Po 

(Pij, Qj", Yi) dPij -
flip,

Po 
(Pij, Qj', Yi) dPij

Equation 2 represents the conceptually correct measure of the additional net

willingness to pay of changes in site quality (Freeman, 1979:74-75; Feenberg

and Mills, 1980:63-69). The site quality variable, total recreational fish

catch, is directly affected by water quality and thus the recreational

fisheries component of improved water quality is captured in equation 2.

When successfully employed, this approach to measuring the benefits of

improved recreational fish harvest overcomes most of the drawbacks associated

with currently used average value per day of fishing (regardless of the level

of catch per day) or average value per fish derived by assigning the entire

value of the fishing experience to the fish (Grobey, 1985). This method also

results in each river drainage having its own unique marginal value per fish

caught. This marginal value varies from river to river drainage based on the

river's location (price or travel distance) and on demand shift variables such

as angler population and availability of substitute rivers. The models can be

utilized for evaluating both positive and negative impacts to fisheries and

water quality.

SPECIFICS OF RECREATION DEMAND AND BENEFIT ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

The method employed in this study is a regional Travel Cost Method (TCM).

This approach is recommended by the U.S. Water Resources Council (1979, 1983) as

one of the two preferred techniques for estimating recreation benefits. The

method is one of the most widely applied demand estimating techniques and has

been applied in every region in the country. (See Stoll; 1983 and Stoll et al.,

1984). TCM uses observations of travel distance as a measure of price and trips
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taken as a measure of quantity to statistically trace out a demand equation.

The resulting first stage or per capita demand equation allows the analyst to

calculate the additional amount the recreationiste would pay over and above

their travel costs to have access to the site for recreational fishing. See

Ward and Loomis (1986) for a discussion of the basic TCM approach.

Estimating First Stage or Per Capita Demand Equation 

The specification of the per capita or first stage TCM demand equation

estimated for Oregon, Washington and Idaho is given in equation 3 as:

(3) ln(TRIPSij/POPi) = Bo - Bl(lnDISTij) + 132(1nTFISHj) + 63(1nSUBSij) + 64(1nINCi)

where: TRIPSij = angler trips from county i to river or port j

POPi = population of county i

DISTij = round trip distance from anlger's county of residence i

to river or port j

TFISHj = total recreational fish catch at river or port

SUBSij = substitute index of county i for river or port j

INCi = household income of anglers living in county i

One equation was estimated in each of the three states for steelhead rivers,

one equation was estimated for each of the two states with freshwater salmon

streams and one equation was estimated for each of the two states with

recreational ocean salmon fishing. A total of seven equations were estimated.

Each equation represents a pooling of origin-destination trip data across

rivers or ports within a given state. Such pooling is the primary way in

which variation in site quality can be observed (Ward and Loomis, 1986). Of

course variation in site quality is needed to allow estimation of a

coefficient on site quality.
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Assumptions 

For travel distance or travel cost to be considered the price paid to

visit the site, such travel costs must be incurred exclusively to gain access

to the recreation site. If the trip has many destinations, one cannot

correctly interpret all of the travel cost as a price paid for fishing at any

one particular river. To satisfy this assumption using the secondary data

which was available to estimate these models, visitation data was used only

for the respective state residents.

Calculation of Benefits from the Per Capita Demand Equation: 

The Second Stage Demand Curve 

Once the per capita demand equation of the form in equation 3 is

estimated using ordinary least squares regression, benefits can be calculated

in several ways. Following equation (2) the per capita curve could be

integrated for each zone of origin between the current distance and the

maximum distance that would drive visits to zero to calculate net willingness

to pay for each zone. Site benefits would be the population weighted sum of

each county's net willingness to pay.

Alternatively, a "second stage" or site demand curve can be calculated

from equation 3. This site demand curve relates total site visitation to

added distance or travel costs (i.e., price) over and above the existing

distance (or cost). The area under this site demand curve is net willingness

to pay. This site demand curve approach is used in this program since it is

more amenable to programming with LOTUS 123 commands and LOTUS macros. The

equivalence of these two approaches has been demonstrated in the literature

(Burt and Brewer, 1971; Menz and Wilton, 1983).

To convert added distance or net willingness to pay calculated in miles to

net willingness to pay (consumer surplus) in dollars, miles must be converted to
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dollars. The issue of converting travel distances to a monetary price involves

accounting for two costs of travel: transportation cost and opportunity cost of

travel time. To convert distance to 1984 dollars, we used the variable costs of

vehicle operation from the U.S. Department of Transportation's "Cost of Owning

and Operating a Vehicle-1984". This is not only a widely used source for

operating costs, but is recommended by the U.S. Water Resources Council (1979,

1983) for use in performing Travel Cost Method studies. The variable cost per

mile is $0.15 for an intermediate size automobile.

Since time is scarce, time spent traveling has an opportunity cost in

terms of either foregone time fishing at the recreation site or foregone time

spent in other activities which may be other recreation or leisure. There is

empirical evidence that travel time is viewed as costly both in the

transportation planning literature (Cesario, 1976) and in sportfishing

(McConnell and Strand, 1981). In the case of Rhode Island saltwater sport

anglers, comparison of the deterrent effects of travel time and travel cost,

indicated that anglers valued the time spent travelling at about 60% of their

wage rate. The U.S. Water Resources Council (1979, 1983) relies on Ceasrio's

(1976) work and suggests using a value between one-fourth and one-half the

wage rate as a proxy for the opportunity cost of time. In this study we used

one-third of the state wage rate for the value of travel time which for Oregon

and Washington averaged approximately $2.90 per hour. Assuming an average

speed of 40 mph, time cost per mile is $.0728. The combination of this value

of travel time with the $.15 per mile variable travel costs results in a cost

per mile of $.22. In the program conversion of the willingness to pay in

terms of added distance into dollars is made using this $.22 per mile figure.
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DATA SOURCES AND DEMAND EQUATIONS

The models contain demand equations for recreational fishing of freshwater

salmon in Oregon and Washington, steelhead fishing in Idaho, Oregon and

Washington and Ocean salmon fishing in Oregon and Washington. Due to space

limitations, only the Oregon data for freshwater steelhead will be presented.

Complete presentation of all of the demand equations can be found in in the

program documentation and user manual by Loomis and Provencher (1986).

While the current data, demand equation and program are limited to three

states, a user familiar with LOTUS 123 can easily adapt the program to any

demand function of the form in equation 3. Since the demand coefficients and

data are in a file separate from the program, a new equation and accompanying

data can be used in place of the existing data as long as certain conventions

are followed. Using the WASALPGM program file and WASFWSA data file as

templates, these conventions include: (1) placement of equation and variables

in the same cells in the spreadsheet as the original equations and data and (2)

the number of observations per recreation site or river not exceed 24 zones of

origin for any given site. That is, while the number of rivers or sites cannot

exceed 15, the number of observations for any one site cannot exceed 24. Thus

the maximum number or origin, destination, site combinations is 360.

A user familiar with LOTUS 123 Macro's can of course update the menu's

and screen displays to be specific to the new sites or rivers added. A detail

description of the Macro's and their locations within the spreadsheet can be

found in Loomis and Provencher, 1986.

Specific Data and Equations Used in Program 

The file ORSTLPGM concerns the estimation of benefits of steelhead

fishing in selected rivers of Oregon. The estimated demand equation and data

for the program are stored in a file called ORSTELHD. The source of the data
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is a 1977 survey of Oregon anglers. This survey is described in Sorhus et

al., (1981). Briefly, a sample of 9000 anglers was drawn from the population

of Oregon angling licensees. A mail questionnaire queried each angler about

his fishing activity and expenditures. This questionnaire was sent out each

quarter to minimize recall problems. A total of 55.6% of the sampled anglers

responded to the questionnaire.

The estimated demand equation is also stored in ORSTELHD. The double log

functional form was chosen so that each additional fish caught would have a

diminishing marginal value. The following equation was determined to be the

best regional travel cost model of steelhead fishing in Oregon, and

consequently it is the one used for benefit estimation in ORSTLPGM:

(4) ln(TRIPSij/POPi) = -3.9008 - 0.82811n(DISTij) + 0.52431n(FISHfl - 0.07751n(SUB1j)

(T Values) (-2.21) (-5.78) (2.46) (-2.09)

R2 = 0.482 n = 81 F = 23.89

where, all variables are defined as in equation (3) except:

FISHj = total steelhead caught at site j in 1977

SUBij = an index of the availability of substitutes for site j

The index is SUBij = E (FISHk/DISTik)

for all (FISHk/DISTik) > (FISHJ/DISTO

This equation performs relatively well in predicting actual trips. The

equation predicts within 10% of the sample estimate of actual trips (predicted

was 657,600 versus actual of 683,117).
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OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM AND DATA INPUT REQUIREMENTS

To execute the GAMEFISH program the user must first load LOTUS 123 into

RAM and select the spreadsheet mode. The user then performs a File Retrieve

command in LOTUS to bring up the GAMEFISH files. The file with the last six

letters being PGM.WKS is the program file to be selected. The program will

execute automatically once the file is retrieved. In the complete GAMEFISH

series, there is one PGM.WKS file for each species (salmon or steelhead) in

each state for a total of seven files split between three disks.

The program begins by providing a menu of different rivers or ports in

the particular state from which the user can choose. The user specifies the

particular river to be analyzed in the project under study. Given a specific

river, the program retrieves from the data file the relevant observations and

previously estimated demand equation (e.g., equation 3 if the state where

Oregon and the species was steelhead) applicable to the site chosen by the

user and places it in the spreadsheet. At the same time, the program then

calculates the consumer surplus for the current fish population at the chosen

site and stores the result in the spreadsheet.

The user is then prompted to indicate whether the change in catchable

fish populations or surplus production of fish due to the project will be

expressed numerically or as a percentage of current catch. Depending on the

response, the user is prompted to enter the change in catchable fish in the

units selected. This change in catchable fish due to changes in water

quality, water quantity, stream temperature, etc., must be calculated

"outside" of the GAMEFISH model. Consultation with fisheries biologists or

use of fish habitat models such as Theurer, (1985), Bjornn (1986), Heller et

al., (1983) is recommended.
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Given the water quality induced change in catchable fish, the program

then calculates the incremental consumer surplus estimate at the chosen site.

The program displays results of consumer surplus calculations on the monitor.

The program then prompts the user to indicate whether results are to be

printed. After printing the user is given three choices in a menu. They can

terminate the program (QUIT), try another change in fish catch at the same

river (REPEAT), or initiate the discounting feature (DISCOUNT).

If the user chooses DISCOUNT then the program retrieves the file

DISCOUNT.WKS and places it in the spreadsheet. The user is then prompted to

enter the appropriate interest rate as well as the first and last years of the

project (not to exceed 50 years) to which the specified change in fish catch

applies. The program then calculates the net present value of the change in

fish catch, displays it and allows printing of output. If different years of

the project involve different levels of fish catch, successive benefit

calculations for each sub-period can be made and the software will accumulate

the net present values. The user may select another river for analysis by

reactivating the MACRO's by holding down the ALT key and pressing A. This

will bring up the menu providing the alternative rivers which may be selected.

The specific instructions for all program options are contained in a user

manual by Loomis and Provencher (1986).

Field Tests and Applications 

The software has been field tested by economists in the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers and the Soil Conservation Service (both in Portland, Oregon).

The Soil Conservation Service test involved estimation of fishing benefits due

to soil conservation practices on the Tucannon River in southwest Washington.

The software has been applied by the author to valuation of timber harvesting

induced sedimentation of recreational fisheries in Oregon.
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Sample Session 

To illustrate the use of this software package, a sample analysis for

steelhead fishing at the Umpqua river in Oregon will be presented. After

entering LOTUS 123 spreadsheet program and making the default directory the

one that contains the GAMEFISH program and data files, the user performs a

/File Retrieve within LOTUS. Select the ORSTLPGM.WKS file which contains the

program. Once this file is retrieved the program automatically starts and

provides a Menu with the choice of rivers to be analyzed. (However, you must

leave the disk in the drive as the program calls data or additional program

code from the disk). Due to screen length limitations, the 21 rivers are

listed on four separate lines, but only one line is visible at a time. Thus

the first line of rivers starts with Alsea, Chetco, Clackamas, Coquille, Coos

and Deschutes but provides the choice called NEXT. Highlighting NEXT with the

cursor yields a message to select this choice to get to additional rivers.

Since the Umpqua is the fourth set of rivers down the list, continue to select

the "NEXT" option until the menu with UMPQUA is displayed. Then select this

Umpqua. Once this river is selected, the program will automatically call in

the appropriate data file and equation for the Umpqua river.

Once the data is read into the computer's memory, the user is prompted to

indicate whether the change in fish catch will be expressed as a percentage

change from current catch or as number change to be added or subtracted from

current catch. For this example select number. The screen display will

change to prompt the user to enter the change in number of fish. Indicate the

change is 30 fish. The program will add this to current catch. If a

reduction in fish catch was desired, simply enter -30.

Upon entering the change in number of fish, the program will then change

the value of the fish catch variable in the equation and calculate the new
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second stage TCM demand curve under the new condition. Then it will substract

the benefits under the new condition (the area under the new second stage TCM

demand equation) from the benefits under the exfsting condition. The result

will be displayed on the screen as shown here in Figure 1. At this point the

user can choose to print the results or not. If either option is selected,

the next menu asks the user to choose between (1) REPEAT the analysis for the

same river but a different change in fish catch, (2) DISCOUNT which is to

perform present value calculations using the annual benefits just calculated

or (3) QUIT to terminate the program. For this example select DISCOUNT. The

user will then be prompted for the discount rate. Enter 8.8125 for this

example. The screen display will change and the user then prompted for the

first and last years of a consecutive series of years that the annual benefits

calculated above would apply to. For the purpose of this example, enter 1 for

the first year and 30 for the last year.

The program will then calculate the present value of the existing catch,

new catch and the difference in value. Figure 2 presents this screen display.

The user is given choices as to whether to print the results, display the

results, to do both or neither. If you wish to print the results choose both,

otherwise choose display. The user is then prompted to choose whether the

analysis is: (1) COMPLETE, (2) SAME CATCH-discount the same annual benefits

for a different series of years or (3) NEW CATCH-calculate annual benefits

associated with a different fish catch level and allows the user to calculate

the present value of a specified annual series of these benefits. The

COMPLETE option sums up the present values of previous runs to calculate the

total present value over the series of years specified in each of the separate

present value periods. That is, if there are two different levels of fish

catch occuring over the project period with level A occuring the first 20
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FIGURE 1

ANNUAL BENEFITS OF A CHANGE IN FISH CATCH

(PROGRAM DISPLAY)

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

11-Aug-87

OREGON STEELHEAD  UMPQUA

Enter the change in the number of fish: 31

Consumer surplus under the new condition: $1,720,294

Consumer surplus under the existing conditions: $1,717,267

Net change in consumer surplus: $3,027

Marginal value of fish: $98

FIGURE 2

PRESENT VALUE OF A CHANGE IN FISH CATCH

(PROGRAM DISPLAY)

SUMMARY OF DISCOUNTED VALUES

OREGON STEELHEAD  UMPQUA

BASELINE CATCH: 9,213

NEW CATCH: 9,244

CHANGE IN CATCH (#): 31

CHANGE IN CATCH (%): 0.34%

INTEREST RATE (%): 8.813%

YEARS:

BEGIN 1

END 30

NPV NEW: $17,971,752

NPV BASELINE: $17,940,131

NPV CHANGE: $31,621
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years and level B occuring in years 21 through 50 then two present values runs

could be performed for the respective periods. The COMPLETE option simply

sums the present values for each of the sub periods and presents the total

present value, the length of the period over which the total present value is

calculated and the interest rate used for discounting. See the user manual

for a detailed example.

CONCLUSIONS

The bio-economic model and software presented in this paper represent an

improvement over current approaches to valuation of recreational fisheries by

Federal Agencies: (1) Marginal rather than average values are derived for

recreational fisheries and (2) river or port specific rather than State

average values are derived. These advances are made accessible to the user

via a menu driven software program called GAMEFISH. The program is applicable

to estimating both losses and gains at sport fishing sites due to hydropower,

timber production, agricultural practices and other production activities

affecting recreational fish populations. The current program structure can be

used as a template by experienced spreadsheet users to customize this program

for use at other recreation sites or rivers for which zonal Travel Cost Method

demand equations and data are available.

Anyone interested in having copies of the software should send one 360K

double-sided, double density floppy disk for each State's models they desire.

The models will be copied to the user's disk and a copy of the user manual

along with the program documentation will be provided. There is no charge for

copying the program but the user manual and program documentation cost $5.00

to cover photocopying, labor and mailing costs.
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